
Boost to economy
Sir,

This has reference to the news item 'FM announces raft of measures to boost
economy' DE Aug 24, 2019.

The Finance Ministry deserves all appreciation for taking certain measures
to check the slide in economy. There were apprehensions in the business com-
munity that the Government is not taking sufficient measures to give the much
needed boost to the economy.

The Finance Minister not only announced certain new measures but also
rolled back the much criticised Super Rich Tax. This tax had annoyed the busi-
ness community to a great extent.

The timely measures announced by the Government, it is expected, will give
the much needed boost to economy. A strong economy of a country is the only
parameter which influences the power weilding capacity of a nation in world
politics.

China and America the two big economies of the world are dictating terms
to the countries as per their interests. If India is heard today by the world lead-
ers, it is because of its growing market.

Arvind Sharma
Jammu

Harsha Kakar

The firing accident at the School of
Artillery, last week, where an
artillery shell exploded in the barrel

of a gun and caused injuries to soldiers
undergoing training,is the latest in suchac-
cidents as a result of ammunition produced
by ordnance factories. In 2009, post a near
similar accident, which took the life of a
young officer, the institution obtained a
specific X-ray machine to examine fuses
manufactured by ordnance factories prior
to firing. The percentage of defects were
astounding. 

In one of the enquiries post a firing acci-
dent, the statement of the Ordnance Facto-
ry Board (OFB) which controls all ammu-
nition factories was, 'the important reasons
(for failures) can be manufacturing defi-
ciencies, improper handling and storage in
ammunition depots, improper mainte-
nance of weapon systems and improper
handling of ammunition and weapons dur-
ing firing. The OFB is not aware of the stor-
age/handling/maintenance conditions at
the army's end, which are equally respon-
sible for defects/ accidents.'

Ammunition accidents have occurred
with tanks, mortars and air defence equip-
ment involving different depots, different
units and different ranges, however all
manufactured by the OFB. In every case,
there has been an investigation, post which
ordnance factories have washed their hands
off. They may be an error in one depot or

one unit, not across the country. Clearly a
result of manufacturing defects.

In 2016, 19,325 faulty mines, manufac-
tured by ordnance factory Chanda, explod-
ed at Central Ordnance Depot of the army
at Pulgaon,resulting in 19 dead, including
an officer. These were not being collected
back by the ordnance factory despite mul-
tiple requests. The army has repeatedly
requested the MoD to punish those respon-
sible for the production lapse. A case has
also been filed against those responsible by
the family of one of the deceased.

There are 41 ordnance factories, which
presently hold monopoly on production of
equipment including ammunition for the
armed forces. These operate under the OFB
located in Kolkata. In the MoD they come
under the department of defence produc-
tion. Since the MoD is controlled by the
bureaucracy, there is no military say over
them. Thus, all service HQs can do is
approach the MoD and hope it acts in their
favour and firmly.

The lackadaisical approach is common
to most ordnance factories solely because
they face no competition, are never
accountable to the user and function direct-
ly under the MoD, thereby remaining pro-
tected. Such accidents would continue to
occur, unless the Government acts and
reconsiders its approach to ordnance facto-

ries.
In addition, has been the issue of sup-

ply of requisite quantity of ammunition. The
CAG had pulled up the MoD for poor
ammunition holdings. The CAG report stat-
ed, 'OFB, which had a limited production
capacity vis-a-vis the requirement of Army,
accepted targets for supply of ammunition
covered under the roll-on indent in mutual
consultation with AHQ. It however, failed
to supply the accepted quantities, and there
was shortfall in 54 to 73 per cent types of
ammunition.' The intention was to prevent
privatisation, despite being aware of low
production capacity. 

Even recently a report submitted to the
MoD stated, that the value of production
up to July 31, 2019 was 20% which is 39%
less than the target, while the value of issue
(supply) to the army was only 15%, which
is 55% less than the estimated target. The
report states that there was a shortfall in 24
different types of ammunition and explo-
sivesand in 21 types of major principal
items, including like Dhanush guns and T-
90 battle tanks. Despite this, the MoD has
announced that it has set a defence produc-
tion target of Rs 90,000 crore for the com-
ing year. Everyone who has dealt with ord-
nance factories know that this target is a
pipedream.

Instead of working to make up their

shortfall, the staff of ordnance factories
wenton strike against being corporatized or
orders placed on private domestic manu-
facturers, while unwilling to expand their
own capacities. Even the basic support
which they had received over the years
from the MoD appears to be lacking. Last
week, in a statement the MoD stated, 'its
products are of high cost, have poor quali-
ty issues and there is lack of or minimal
innovation in the factories.'

Ordnance factories were essential post-
Independence when the nation lacked an
industrial base. These have over time out-
lived their utility and are presently white
elephants sucking the defence budget only
because the armed forces have no option
but to place orders on them. They are no
longer the second line of defence as they
claim to be. 

The true reason for the strike was a
desire to stop corporatization and let them
continue with their present concept of only
working in overtime conditions and pro-
ducing poor quality products leading to
accidents. They desire to remain unac-
countable while drawing all benefits of
being under the MoD. Their calling of the
strike is only because the MoD convinced
them that 'no final decision on corporatisa-
tion has been taken.'

The army is being forced to shed man-

power by reducing its teeth to tail ratio, to
enable generation of funds for moderniza-
tion. The tail of the armed forces does not
end with the uniform category but extends
to ordnance factories, whose production
capacities are now being cut, while no
action is being taken to close those which
have outlived their purpose. Corporatizing
them would compel them to work harder to
generate profit to sustain themselves while
removing them from the defence budget.

Governments have not had the courage
to initially corporatize and finallyprivatise
these factories fearing union pressures.
Instead they adopted a safe approach, refus-
ing to invest in technology leaving the
armed forces to procure poor quality prod-
ucts manufactured by them. They contin-
ue being pampered at the cost of lives of
trained soldiers. Though some orders are
now being placed on private manufactur-
ers, this is insufficient.

An interesting line in the website of the
OFB states, 'undoubtedly, we are the force
behind the armed forces.' The reality is that
they remain the stumbling block to defence
preparedness. 

The Government must not bend down
to their continued protests and threats. It
must act. These white elephants should be
corporatized at the earliest and the private
sector encouraged. It would reduce the rev-
enue budget and enhance funds for capital
acquisition of the forces. 

The author is Major General (Retd)
feedbackexcelsior@gmail.com

Privatizing defence production

Dr. Javaid Rahi 

As per media reports , the  Election
Commission of India  is going to
initiate the process for delimitation

of all the  90 Assembly constituencies in
proposed Union Territory of Jammu and
Kashmir with an appropriate reservations
for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes after October 31, 2019. Such news
has  generated new ray of hope for  the Guj-
jars – Bakerwals who were  facing politi-
cal apathy  since 1991 when ST status was
granted to them by the Centre.

The Gujjar and Bakerwal community
which constitute a major group among
tribal of Jammu Kashmir having more than
20 percent  population in J&K  are ethni-
cally, socially and politically a very impor-
tant segment of the society. This is the third
largest ethnic group of State after Kash-
miri and Dogra, has welcomed and hailed
this announcement made by the Govern-
ment of India, and it will help  to empow-
er tribal community at large and will help
to  eradicate poverty, caste stigma and will
end social inequality which they are  fac-
ing since centuries.

They hoped  that after proper  delimi-
tation, when Assembly Segments were re-
constituted in the state of Jammu and
Kashmir, the tribal Gujjar/ Bakerwal
Community will emerge  as a significant
political force in the state. Knowing this,
the Tribal ethnic groups were united
behind this imagination, therefore, it
embossed as an important vote bank which
was very difficult to ignore or surpass by
the political parties of the state. 

Jammu and Kashmir State has substan-
tial Chunk of Tribal Population which
plays a big role in political process and

power formations. There are 25 Assembly
constituencies where Gujjars constitute 25
percent to 60 percent of franchise. Besides
there are twelve  Assembly segments
where Gujjar Candidates won elections
which includes, Havali, Surnkote, Mend-
har, Rajouri, Darhal, Gool,Gulabghar,
Arnas, Kalakote ,  Kangan and Uri . In oth-
er 14 constituencies, Gujjar/Bakerwal
vote can turn the tables which include,
Kukarnag, Noorabad, Pahalgam , Kup-
wara, Karnah,  Nagrota, Inderwal,  Shangs,
Tangmarg, Bandipur etc..

As per population distribution, Gujjars
live in every corner of the  both the regions
of  Jammu and Kashmir having larger
chunk of vote in  each Assembly as well
as Parliamentary segments. 

All  Political parties of the  Jammu and
Kashmir recognized Gujjar/ Bakerwal  as
an important and significant political
force. After Independence (1947)  various
races and groups tried to emerge on socio-
political scenario of the state but Gujjars
who were pushed to remote and far flung
areas lacked behind in all walks of life.
During past 72 year  all the linguistic and
ethnic groups progressed in a big way
except  Gujjars.

This is for the first time that the gov-
ernment has made its mind for political
empowerment of Tribal in the Jammu and
Kashmir especially the Gujjars/ Baker-
wals . It is pertinent to mention here that
the Scheduled Caste community of the
State enjoys this constitutional privilege
from 1956 as seven seats have been
reserved for scheduled castes in J&K
Assembly. As per the provisions of J&K
Constitution, the Scheduled Castes enjoy
8 percent reservation and it has been
observed that the general condition of

Scheduled Castes is far better than the peo-
ple belonging to the Scheduled Tribes of
the State. As said democracy cannot flour-
ish nor will its objectives be fulfilled till it
uplifts the communities which are victims
of social inequality and caste stigma.

If we go through the 72 years of inde-
pendent India, we see that Gujjars/ Bak-
erwals  have always sacrificed their lives
and property for their motherland. This
has also been acknowledged by various
scholars, top brass leaders of India and
commissions constituted by the Central
and the Jammu and Kashmir  Govern-
ments for recommending various steps to
improve the life standard of Gujjar and
Bakerwal tribes. 

After various recommendations by a
number of commissions and panels con-
stituted by the Central and Jammu and
Kashmir  Government from time to time
for amelioration of the lot of weaker sec-
tions of society in India. The Government
of India had sanctioned funds for the
development and upliftment of the Guj-
jars in Jammu and Kashmir in early sev-
enties. As per the tribal elders,  Mrs. Indra
Gandhi took keen interest in the political
empowerment of Gujjars and organised
big rallies and conferences. A department
was also established to look after Gujjar
affairs. Former Minister Late Ch. Muham-
mad Shafi Khatana was entrusted the job
of betterment of Gujjar and Bakerwal
community and he was given a post of
Advisor to Government of Jammu and
Kashmir for Gujjars Affairs in 1971-72.
This was for the first time that political
importance of the Gujjars was recognized
in order to achieve maximum gains. At
that time, a good chunk in the budget out-
lay of the state specified for the develop-

ment and welfare of the Gujjars in the
state. During 1971-72, funds were also
earmarked and placed at the disposal of
District Development Commissioners of
different districts for the development of
this down trodden community. 

After establishing State Advisory
Board for the Development of Gujjar and
Bakerwals in the state in 1976-77, the
Central Government released a special
assistance of Rs.13 Crores to the Jammu
and Kashmir Government for the educa-
tional and social  upliftment and better-
ment of Gujjar Bakerwal community.
After Indira Gandhi, Begum Akabar Jahan
wife of Shiekh Mohammad Abdullah has
contributed her life for the upliftment of
Gujjars/ Bakerwals.

In 1978 a special plans was formulat-
ed in J&K  and process for opening of Guj-
jar Hostels, scholarships to the Gujjar chil-
dren of the state, rehabilitation of the Guj-
jar nomads were initiated. These were the
great step towards overall development of
Gujjars / Bakerwals 

In 1991 Scheduled Tribe status was
granted to Gujjar and Bakerwals by the
centre . This status has brought  a big
changes among the community to eradi-
cate poverty, caste stigma, illiteracy .But
the view has not been substantially
changed as no political reservation was
given to them. From 1991 to 2019 by suc-
cessive governments who were in power.

The Gujjar/ Bakerwal  leadership
have time and again  pressed hard to Gov-
ernment to be sensitive in affairs of Guj-
jars and Bakerwals of the state but noth-
ing concrete emerged. It was demanded
that political reservation  be granted to
Gujjars- Bakerwals but no step was tak-
en in this direction. 

In 2014 a Tribal Department was
established in Jammu and Kashmir with a
Minister  of Tribal affairs to look after the
issues of nomadic communities . 

This is worthwhile to mentioned here
that  Gujjars/ Bakerwals who  live in strate-
gically important, border and mountainous
ranges of  Jammu and Kashmir have
immensely contributed to sovereignty
,integrity of India besides  peace, harmo-
ny and brotherhood in passing decades and
they are extensively following the concept
of coexistence, unity for prosperity.

Owing to geographical settings,  in
passing decades,  the indicators of  devel-
opment  of ‘Schedule Tribes’ of Jammu
and Kashmir , reveals an intense abating
growth in socio-economic, education and
health status of tribal groups. Inadequate-
ly represented in socio- politico-adminis-
trative structures-  the tribal being mainly
nomads, semi-nomads or differently habi-
tats,  necessitate inventive initiatives,
form the government for effective resolu-
tion of  adversities , they are facing since
long.

The new proposal of Centre to grant
Political Reservation to Gujjars / Baker-
wals is  largely hailed  by  the  communi-
ty as it will be a  “biggest gift” of the 21st
century for STs of J&K as the communi-
ty have been agitating to get political
reservation Since 1991. 

These historical steps will strengthen
Gujjar identity in the state and the people
belonging to far flung areas of the state
will be able to play their positive role in
the development and progress of the
region and country .
(The author is a Tribal Researcher and can

be mailed at javaidrahi@gmail.com )

Delimitation, Reservation for STs  rekindle 
new hopes for Gujjars, Bakerwals 
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Reduce Road Tax
The decision of the State Administrative

Council to increase the Road  Tax (one
time) at the rate of 9 and 10 percent on

new motor vehicles and petrol driven motor
bikes  respectively, has not been felt to be  a
right decision and has been resented by most
of the people, especially those aspiring to buy
a new vehicle.  The decision has started show-
ing its two edged effect , that of the willing buy-
ers hesitant and deferring purchases and the
secondly, dealership facing drop in the sales
which again was going to affect the livelihood
of many engaged in sale, purchase and ancil-
lary works.

In this connection,  Jammu Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and other trade bod-
ies have in fact, argued for  reviewing of the
decision  to the extent of even rolling back  the
hike.  While the State Administration has its
own view point and demanding circum-
stances, under which the hike has been decid-
ed to  be imposed on purchase of new vehi-
cles and has reports that instances have  been
there for bulk purchase of vehicles from the
State to be  later sold in other states where
comparatively there were better  cost advan-
tages. 

The JCCI,  while putting forth certain neces-
sary data collected, has built up its case  that
the tax being on a higher side demanded its
review and possibly slicing of the rates if not
rolling back the entire levy. It would really
leave a prospective buyer with the only option
of either postponing the purchase or deferring
it for a some indefinite time since a vehicle
costing Rs. 5 lacs required its new owner to
shell out as much as Rs. 45000  more and
under hire purchase system of buying the
vehicle, the tax part is not  treated as included
in the cost by banks for  sanctioning a loan.
Furthermore, the  reported argument of the
State Administration  in  wanting  to have the
parity of such tax with rest of the states and
hence the hike, does not cut much ice  on
ground , and  is found not without aberration.
We are convinced that the State Government
has been found too shy to find avenues other
than straining  only the middle class incomers
and not widening its tax base  and by bringing
in more  avenues  to tax in order to increase its
revenue  but levying a whooping 9 to 10 per-
cent  tax is tantamount to killing  the goose that
was laying a golden egg each day. 

There is global  economic slowdown and
though India's economy comparatively is
found to be stronger and firm on strong param-
eters , yet  India cannot find any immunity from
the effects thereof  which for instance, speaks
for pan-India automobile manufacture, sale
and buying,all plunging into  tremendous
strain. Many manufacturers have either sliced
down their operations and laid off  thousands
of employees which was accentuating the
contours  of the magnitude of growing unem-
ployment or have shut down their plants.
Banks involved in having sanctioned huge
work capital credit facilities  to this sector can-
not  experience satisfactory recoveries and
the danger of slippage of the health of  such
asset accounts with them is looming large.
Any decision, therefore,  taken at the moment
which was not on a holistic pattern was going
to set in, a vicious circle of capacities remain-
ing idle , job losses, ancillary works like spares
and other accessories  collapsing  and the like.
Hence , it would be prudent for the State
Administrative Council to review the decision
forthwith and slice the tax rate.

Jammu tourism promotion 
events cancelled?

Prudence demanded that more of the
events than the proposed ones in the
calendar of  tourism  should have been

the focus of the State Administration and
meetings in this regard should have decided
about how best the opportunities could be
used to further and promote the tourism  but it
is totally surprising to note that several tourism
promotional events stand  unilaterally can-
celled . Jammu, where  holding of such events
proves as an insight into knowing Jammu and
its important tourist spots  properly was going
to suffer badly as even the Jammu's first pro-
posed International Road Show was in a pen-
dulum of uncertainties.

We would like to know the specific reasons
especially when promoting more of such
events were need of the hour to generate
vigour in the local economy and provide sea-
sonal employment to hundreds of people. It is
absolutely unfortunate that summer festival at
Patnitop and Paddar Cultural Festival have
been unofficially cancelled, the reasons of
which are known only to the top authorities in
Department of Tourism. We would like to
request the concerned authorities to review
the decision and instead arrange to go ahead
at least with the existing scheduled events. A
casual approach with whimsical insight was
least expected in an important area like pro-
moting tourism. 

K. D Maini

28th August 1965 was the his-
toric day for the nation when
the Indian forces under the

command of Major Ranjeet Singh
Dayal crossed ceasefire line,
stormed on Haji Pir Pass (8600ft)
at 9:00 am and captured the most
important pass after hand to hand
fighting with defenders and at
10:00 am he unfurled the Indian
Tricolour on the pass. At that time
this pass was linking Mirpur with
Muzzafarabad by road and POK
was cut into two parts due to fall
of Haji Pir Pass. This was the
biggest success during 1965 when
the whole nation rejoiced after
hearing this news. The nation was
anxious to know about the hap-
pening in Kashmir after induction
of infiltrators by Pakistan under
Operation Gibraltar. On 16th
August 1965 a procession, of
about one lakh people had
marched towards Parliaments in
New Delhi demanding strong
action against Pakistan. Accord-
ingly due to public pressure,
Prime Minister Lal Bhadur Shas-
tri took bold decision, directed
the forces to cross ceasefire line
and capture important features in
POK and plug the infiltrators
root. Haji Pir Pass was the first
target in Uri Poonch bulge to link
Uri with Poonch by historic Uri
Poonch road. There was no limit
of joy of people of Uri and
Poonch towns because now they
were hoping the opening of his-
toric Uri Poonch road.

After snatching Haji Pir Pass
from Pakistan, the Indian forces
continued their operation to link
Uri with Poonch. Upto 10th Sep-
tember, the Uri column under the
command of Brigadier Z. Chand
Bakshi moved from Uri side and
Brigadier Zora Singh from Poonch
side and secured to 528 Sq Km area
of Uri Poonch bulge by capturing
Kahuta township, Chanjal village,
renowned Aliabad Hill resort,
Khoja Bandi, Sawan Pathri, Haji
Pir Peak, Bedori Peak, Neza Pir
Peak, Ladiwali Galli, Sankh, Sar
and important feature Raja and
Chand post on the top of Kahuta.
49 Kms historic Uri Poonch road
was opened for traffic on 25th Sep-
tember as an alternate route to link
Kashmir valley with Poonch and
Rajouri. About 5000 natives of
captured villages, Dhokas and
Kahuta township also preferred to
stay in their houses on this side
because the trade center Poonch
town was nearer to them and they
were having their kith and K in on
this side. With the capture of Uri
Poonch bulge, Poonch the third
municipality of J&K state had
again attained its past glory and
glamour.

Haji Pir area was strong hold
of Pakistani forces. The Pass was
dominated by three important Hill
tops namely Bedori (3760 m) in
the north, Ladiwali Galli (3140 m)

in the north west and Sankh (2895
m) in the western side. The cap-
ture of these features was impor-
tant for further movement towards
Poonch area. 19 Infantry Division
was made responsible to capture
Haji Pir and move towards
Poonch. 68 Brigade under the
command of Brigadier Z. Chand
Bakshi was entrusted the job

under the code name Bakshi. The
operation started from Uri side on
25th August. Troops of Major
Ranjeet Singh Dayal's Battalion
moved towards Agiwas in the
vicinity of Sankh top. Sankh was
captured on 27th August. Then
forces moved towards Ladiwali
Galli and Jawans captured Sawan-
Pathri and Agiwas simultaneous-

ly. Then the column was constitut-
ed under the command of Major
Ranjeet Singh Dayal who started
operation towards Haji Pir Pass
via Hedrabad Nallah alongside
old Uri -Poonch road and reached
near the pass at 9:00 am. Then
Dayal along with his Jawans and
slogan of Bole So Nehal stormed
Haji Pir Pass and after hand to
hand fighting pass was complete-
ly under the control of Dayal's-
forces at 10:00 am when he
unfurled Indian tricolour on the
Pass.Major Ranjeet Singh Dayal
was awarded Maha Vir Chakra for
displaying outstanding courage
and leadership.

In due course of time on 29th
August,  19th Punjab captured
Highest Bedori Peak and then
moved towards Kuthnar di Galli
on the top of Khatua in northern
side under the command of Lt.
Col. Sampuran Singh. Then 93
infantry brigade Poonch started
operation Folad from Poonch
side. Brigadier Zora Singh
entrusted the job to Lt. Col. N.N.
Khanna of 2nd Sikh and 3rd Dogra
to capture  Raja and Chand Post
respectively. The operation was
started on the intervening night of
5th and 6th September 1965
simultaneously. There was heavy
retaliation from Pakistani defend-
ers but under the leadership of Lt.
Col. N.N Khanna Jawans of 2nd

Sikh captured Raja Piquet after
hand to hand fighting for two
hours from 6:00 am to 8:00 am on
6th September and 3rd Dogra
Captured Chand Tekri.Lt. Col.
Late N. N. Khanna was decorated
with Maha Vir Chaker for his gal-
lantry and leadership.

With the fall of Raja and
Chand Tekri on 6th September, the
Indian forces captured Khauta-
Township on 10th September and
Uri-Poonch link via Haji Pir Pass
was made possible. With that the
Indian forces closed the mouth of
Uri -Poonch bulge and broke the
back bone of operation Gibraltar
launched by Pakistan. On 25th
September Uri- Poonch road was
opened and the natives of Poonch
and Uri again established their
historic cultural and social rela-
tions. The natives of Uri-Poonch
bulge captured by Indian forces
were also very happy in new sce-
nario because Poonch administra-
tion provided all facilities to the
people of this bulge. 

Unfortunately at Tashkant
after the deliberations of 10 days
between India and Pakistan with
the mediation of Russia, Tashkant
pact was signed on 10th January
1965. Due to which all those areas
captured during the war by both
sides on Kashmir front were
returned back. Accordingly Uri-
Poonch bulge was also returned to
Pakistan and the gain on battle
field was lost on the table of talks.

feedbackexcelsior@gmail.com

Haji Pir conquered and lost

Sir,
Article 370 has been done away with

and it's time to look ahead.Its a huge
political change with new political
changes,opportunities and challenges. 

The situation in Jammu and Ladakh
is already normal and on way to devel-
opment with people expressing their
happiness. 

People in the entire region are hap-
py that the dynast families and the sep-
aratists who ruled the roost for far too
long and worked only for their interests
have been sorted out. For long shots
were being called by the separatists at
the behest of their masters from across
the border and they now need to be dealt
with a firm hand and it has to be insured
that they do not manage to get any funds
to indulge in their nefarious activities
of organizing street level protests by
disguising the youth.

The government should now launch
people centric policies at the earliest be
it in terms of education, health,
jobs,infrastructure and good and trans-
parent governance. The government
has to ensure that the people do not feel
that they are being deprived of their
livelihoods and land.Corruption has to
be rooted out at all costs.

International reaction including that
of the UN has been  in India's favour
with by and large all agreeing that it is
India's internal matter.

Pakistan's reaction has been on
expected lines.It is in great shock and
never imagined India could take such a
bold step and even greater shock was
the international community's
favourable reaction to India's stand.

Pakistan however will continue to
support the proxy war and India has to
ensure that Pakistan pays a heavy price

for the same.The people of Kashmir
will soon realize that Pakistan is no
longer relevant and the world commu-
nity does not take it seriously. 

Security agencies will have their
hands full for some more time in ensur-
ing that anti national elements are able
to raise their  head and at the same time
ensure that there are no human rights
violations. Pakistan is feeling helpless
and could be up to some mischief. 

It is high time the  opposition par-
ties also think of the National Interest
for a change and appreciate the bold and
positive step of the government and
help normalizing the situation in Kash-
mir. 

Kashmir I am sure will soon be the
Paradise on earth that it has known to
be.

Col Vikram Bhasin 
Apna Vihar

Looking ahead: 370 gone


